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Upgrade your business with expert guidance

Improve your business processes & unify your workflow on monday.com. Get expert guidance from our team of highly experienced business process consultants.

	Custom tailor monday.com to your business
	Get more collaboration, transparency & productivity from monday.com



Request a Consultation Now
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Right from the moment we signed up for monday.com, I realized that if we want to move quickly we'll have to use an expert. With Polished Geek's help, we built together systems that we couldn't build alone in a million years.

Tom Sagi,

DTC eCommerce Brand Builder













Moving to a new platform can be messy.

We're Here to Help

 

Every business is unique, which means there is no one-size-fits-all solution to moving to a new process management platform or a Work OS like monday.com.

For most businesses, this process can be long, confusing, and frustrating. We're here to help you find the right path to success with your monday.com system.

Polished Geek is a team of certified monday.com consultants and process engineering experts. We help businesses of every shape and size do more with monday.com. We firmly believe your monday Work OS should work harder than you do, and we help you get there with expert monday.com implementation and onboarding services, custom system integration, training, and premium support.





Implement, connect, & automate monday.com
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Integrate your Work OS with all the tools you're already using
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Visibility and transparency for every part of your business
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How we upgrade your business:

Our team brings extensive software engineering and certified monday.com technical expertise, the Geek factor, and combines it with business process automation, project management and change management experience, the Polish.
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First, we assess your unique organizational needs and goals, and create a tactical strategy for monday.com to meet them.
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Then we craft an online workspace that boosts your team efficiency from all angles, plus train you exactly how to manage and expand monday.com as your needs change.
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Polished Geek offers ongoing support and consultation as required to ensure you're completely satisfied and have your Work OS operating at its very best.
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Request a Consultation Now

 












The economic impact of monday.com




Based on a study of 100 emloyees working at a global company
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288%

ROI






15,600

Hours saved






50%

Meeting reduction






$489,794

Net value














We help complex businesses grow







Deb Cinkus, PMP

CEO/Founder | Polished Geek

Polished Geek's founder and CEO Deb Cinkus is a certified Project Management Professional (PMP). For over a decade, Polished Geek has helped businesses optimize their business processes. Since becoming a certified consultant for monday.com, Deb Cinkus and her team at Polished Geek have consistently provided value to companies big and small.
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Request a Consultation Now
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Here's what real clients think
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"Polished Geek has taken almost everything my team does on monday.com and made it easier or more automated or more functional for us. Even though I thought I had a really in-depth understanding of monday, they showed me things I didn’t know existed. They challenged the ways that we’re doing things and how we think about our workflows."
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Andrea Scott,

Director of Acquisitions
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"Once I knew there were opportunities to customize monday.com to really integrate the data, I didn't want/need to become the monday.com expert. Polished Geek helped me simplify what would have been a cumbersome & complex solution if I would have crafted it myself. This also saved me hours (or days!) worth of my time."
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Matt Widmaier,

Founding Principal


















Request your Free Consultation now!

Ready to upgrade your business?

Book a time to chat with us about your business, and find out how we can help you do more with monday.com.

	No Commitment Necessary



Request a Consultation Now
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500 Westover Drive, Suite 6832, Sanford, North Carolina 27330
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919-275-0676





















A certified monday.com consultant agency specializing in monday.com implementation, consulting, custom integration and support.
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Client Quick Links

	Book a Meeting
	Support Request












The Fine Print

	Privacy Policy
	Terms Of Service
	Refund Policy
	Acceptable Use Policy
	Equal Opportunity Employer
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Your Free Consultation 


Choose a time and date below to schedule a time to chat with Polished Geek!












